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An up and coming Smart Mobility Engineer who loves listening to murder mystery
podcasts on her long commutes to and from work.

TELL US WHAT YOU DO FOR
SURFACE MOBILITY
I’m a Transport Engineer, part of the
ITS team. I’m actively involved in smart
mobility, ITS design and traffic signal
design projects.
SO, EXPLAIN A “DAY-IN-YOUR-LIFE”
You can find me at my desk, with an
A3 sheet of an intersection, a ruler and
a bunch of colored pens marking up
where various traffic signal equipment
go from traffic signal poles, CCTV
to detector loops as well as related
infrastructure such as ducting and
cable routing. This involves applying
design standards and principles and
making sure client’s project specific
requirements are met. Sometimes I
might get a little too close to the paper
just to make sure that traffic signal
head really is aligned along the centre
of the lane..fun!
TELL US A BIT ABOUT YOURSELF
Im one of the millennials in the office.
I stay in Sharjah and use that to get
sympathy votes whenever possible.
Three things I enjoy: J.Cole’s music,
murder stories (real ones) and any
form of food that’s fried.
TELL US A FUN FACT ABOUT WHAT
YOU DO (THIS COULD BE RELATED
TO YOUR CURRENT WORK WITH
SMC, OR FROM YOUR PREVIOUS
WORK)
I can turn roundabouts to signalized
intersections! I’ve designed 92
intersections to date and counting..
WHAT EXCITES YOU ABOUT ITS /
BIG DATA / MOBILITY OPERATIONS
I’ve always been interested in the

dynamism of cities. A key component
of cities being transportation is a major
part of everyone’s day to day lives. To
be on the side of the table where the
work I do could potentially have some
form of impact on people- how one
may travel from A to B and be involved
in the whole process at a nitty-gritty
level makes things very exciting.
HOW DO YOU SEE THE MOBILITY/
TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY IN
THE MIDDLE EAST?
Dubai being very driven in its goal to be
a Smart City, is definitely a place where
you see a lot of innovations and ‘firsts’.
That makes it a great place to work in
this field as you get involved in projects
that are quite novel. That being said,
I still would like to see it take steps to
become a little less car dependent and
a more walkable city.
TELL US A FUN FACT ABOUT YOU
Ironically for a transport engineer, my

sense of direction is rather poor. It
may be the 300th time I’m visiting the
same mall, but you’ll still find me asking
customer service for directions..for the
300th time.
TELL US YOUR FAVOURITE JOKE OR
SHARE WITH US YOUR FAVOURITE
MEME
This isn’t really a meme but something
I came across that I found funny.

